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01 - THE CLIENT 

Feel Beautiful – Dr. Steve Laverson

Feel Beautiful is the private Plastic Surgery Office of Dr. Steve Laverson located in San 

Diego, California. Dr. Laverson has performed over 40,000 successful procedures during 

the past thirty years and is highly respected by other plastic surgeons locally, nationally, 

and internationally.

Dr. Steve Laverson’s philosophy has always been about putting his patients first to provide 

the best possible outcome, the safest experience, and the best value for everyone who 

trusts in him and the team at Feel Beautiful. From his Feel Beautiful plastic surgery center, 

Dr. Laverson performs a range of breast, face and body procedures, and non-surgical skin 

and face procedures.

Before working with Five Star Clinics, Dr. Steve Laverson was receiving a number of leads 

from different sources such as RealSelf, the website and Facebook, but struggled to convert 

these leads into patients.

With this in mind, Five Star Clinics created a strategic plan to track and manage these leads 

through a comprehensive digital strategy.



02 - THE PROBLEM

The Problem

An initial audit of Feel Beautiful’s digital strategy found that although funnels had been set 

up to bring in leads, the management of these leads was not efficiently allowing the Feel 

Beautiful team to track and convert them into patients. This paired with the fact that there 

was no formalised system set up for storing the leads and viewing them along a specific 

stage in the buying cycle.

The contact details of both existing patients and potential patients were being stored within 

Excel documents. This meant that even if reception staff were following up the lead, it was 

impossible to find out the exact process the lead took to get from initial enquiry to 

booking surgery.

With lots of enquiries coming in too, it meant that many leads were simply being forgotten 

or lost.

Because these leads weren’t being managed and stored efficiently, there was no way for the 

Feel Beautiful team to nurture the lead or send further marketing materials to.

The conversion rate from initial contact point through these lead-sourcing funnels, to the 

point of actually booking a consultation, was 10%



03 - THE SOLUTION

The Solution

One of the most important aspects of Feel Beautiful’s initial digital strategy was to develop 

an efficient lead management system. This would not only allow the reception staff to keep 

track of which leads are coming in and have been contacted, but also present a visual 

representation of where each potential patient is at in the buying process for Dr. Laverson.

These leads could feed into this system automatically through automations that had been 

set up and linked to the various entry points, such as RealSelf, the website and facebook.



Once the lead has entered the lead management system, the contact appears with the name 

of the specific treatment they are interested in next to their name and the Feel Beautiful 

team can then assign a dollar amount for the treatment. This not only allows the team to 

visualise the dollar amount earned by converting the lead, but also the dollar amount lost 

if the lead does not convert.

The Feel Beautiful team can get a good idea of what exactly the lead is interested in and 

where they are spending there time on the website with up-to-the-second updates through 

lead tracking.

Start this automation when one of these 
actions takes place

Tag Realself is added Add new trigger

$ Add deal “ RealSelf - %TREATMENT%” for contact

End this automation



This allowed the team to make contact with the lead at an appropriate time and to ensure 

that they are asking the right questions. It also allows the Feel Beautiful team to see when a 

lead hasn’t been interacting with the website or emails for a period of time, which can help 

them to re-direct their marketing strategy.

Site Visited

http://feelbeautiful.com/breast/augmentation-san-diego-ca/

a month ago

Site Visited

http://feelbeautiful.com/breast/augmentation-san-diego-ca/

a month ago

Campaign Opened

Contact opened campaign “Valentine’s Day”

a month ago

Campaign Sent

Sent “Valentine’s Day” ampaign

a month ago

Entered automation
Entered campaign “Valentine’s Day” 
a month ago



04 - THE RESULTS

Results

Initially, the Five Star Clinics team spent time training Feel Beautiful staff to use the system, 

how to follow-up leads effectively and dedicated sales training. By doing this, the team now 

feels confident phoning leads and essentially facilitating the buying process in a way that 

makes the potential patient feel comfortable with Feel Beautiful by the time they make the 

decision to book.

After just 3 months of using the lead management system, the amount of patients who 

booked a consultation increased by 400%. This wasn’t necessarily from an increased number 

of leads coming in, or an increased number of quality leads, it was achieved by effectively 

managing these leads and tracking their behaviour. 

Even though this process involves the reception team actively checking and following-up 

leads, it actually reduced the amount of time spent following up enquiries compared to 

manually keeping track via a spreadsheet. Therefore, increasing the time that could be 

spent on other tasks.

These leads could also be viewed in actual dollar and cent amounts, making it easy for the 

team to keep track of monthly, quarterly, or yearly sales and a glance.

Being able to remarket specific one off campaigns to these leads also means that there is 

greater interaction, as the material is targeted to their specific interests. This results in the 

potential sale of a treatment that the lead may not have been aware of previously.



05 - WHATS NEXT

What’s Next For Dr. Steve Laverson and Feel Beautiful?

Within the health and medical industries, the sales process generally happens in two phases. 

The first phase involves getting a potential patient to book and attend a consultation. Then, 

the second phase involves getting that potential patient to follow through with the procedure.

The next strategy that Five Star Clinics would like to implement for Feel Beautiful is a drag 

and drop system that allows the reception team to nurture a lead post-consult so that they 

follow through with the procedure.

This stage of the process was previously not monitored closely. This allowed potential 

patients who had attended a consultation to change their mind or decide against going 

ahead with treatment before the reception team made any contact.

This new system will ensure that potential patients who have already booked a consultation 

at Feel Beautiful are not only converted into patients, but are receiving Five Star service 

throughout the process. 



06 - TESTIMONIALS

Testimonials

Tristan from Surf Pacific has provided superior service and demonstrated a high level of commitment 

to our success.  She invested a significant amount of time, energy, and effort orienting and training our 

staff by phone and by online tutorials.  As a result, we’re able to track our leads, follow up with regular 

communications, and turn prospects into successful sales at each individuals’ own pace.

Steve Laverson
MDSan Diego, CA



07 - FIVE STAR CLINICS

Five Star Clinics

Five Star Clinics was established to help great practices and passionate doctors become truly 

extraordinary in this fast-changing climate. We have been established on three continents 

for over two decades, and our team of Five Star Specialists have a combined 80+ years 

experience in the healthcare field. 

Whether you’re a start-up needing a brand, a website, video, and some serious SEO support, 

or your practice is stuck in the dark ages and needs to take a massive step forward in 

all things digital like social media, content marketing, marketing automation, reputation 

management, email marketing and online advertising, we can help. It doesn’t end 

there though. 

At Five Star Clinics we take marketing a step further by showing you and your staff how to 

manage the leads generated by all these activities, and streamline your interactions with 

them to convert as many as possible into paying patients who will tell their friends about 

your clinic and treatments.

Go beyond marketing. Let Five Star Clinics help you and your 
practice become truly extraordinary; truly Five Star.

CONTACT FIVE STAR CLINICS

https://fivestar.stagingsurfpacific.com/become-a-client/
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